Welcome
Welcome to the Annual Report and Accounts for the Sussex East and
Hastings Branch of the RSPCA.
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Chair’s Report
Dear Member,
The Branch is fortunate in having very hardworking Trustees who voluntarily give
their time ensuring the Branch is run efficiently and adheres to all the legislation
charities must incorporate. I thank them for their help and support. We welcomed
Mandy Mitchell who joined the committee in June.
Bluebell Ridge, our Cattery, is managed by Myra Grove whose hard work ensures
the high standards it is known for are maintained. She leads a dedicated staff team
who are supported by a regular group of volunteers that are a vital part of the work
force.
Whilst the Branch is no longer homing dogs, Sarah Parsons, a Trustee, manages the
financial help given to dog owners when funds are available. She also initiated a
scheme to help the dogs of homeless people in Hastings.
Unfortunately, our shop manager was off sick later in the year, however it continued
to remain open with the help of Lorna Read, Jo Bilby, some of the Trustees and the
volunteers, who do such a wonderful job.
The shop was closed in April for a few weeks for redecoration, a condition of the
lease. This gave us an opportunity to clear and rearrange the stock.
‘Capricorn’ our house at the cattery, had to have extensive work done to rectify the
damp course. It is essential we keep all our properties well maintained.
The proposed new buildings at the cattery, an isolation block and a
fundraising/meeting room to replace the gazebo on the hard standing were granted
planning permission and following estimates “Project Management” were selected to
build them. WE hope work will start in 2020.
I would also like to mention how fortunate we are to have the experience of
Nikki Di Girolamo who does our Marketing and Fundraising to promote the Branch.
On behalf of the Branch a big thank you to everyone who supports
us by giving their time, giving donations, including us in their will
and of course adopting one or more of our cats.

Mary R Bristow
Chair
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Inspector’s Report
It gives me great pleasure to present to you the annual report for
the Sussex Inspectorate for 2019.
It has been a year of change with staff reshuffle due to where staff live. We welcomed
ACO Abbie Fight to the group from the South London Group. Superintendent Paul
Stilgoe retired from the Society at the end of April and we wish him a well-deserved
retirement.
We continued to task our own group as well as the Kent Group from my office through
the spring and summer. This continued to work well and at the same time, the
Inspectorate began the complicated task of moving to a new system of allocating
incidents to the field. It is a new way of working for field staff. The old system was on its
last legs and needed replacing. The process began in the North of the country and
worked its way down to the Southeast groups in September. Like any new system it will
take time to bed in but we should start seeing the fruits of the endeavour in the coming
years. The system is adaptable and can change with the Society’s needs.
We wish to offer our thanks to Sussex and Kent Police for their invaluable assistance.
Our thanks also goes to East Sussex, West Sussex and Kent Fire and Rescue Service
for the many occasions that they have helped with rescues of animals that have got
themselves trapped or in difficulty and we have needed their equipment and manpower
to resolve the situation. David Buck, Chancellors and Brachers Solicitor teams also
need to be thanked for their excellent presentation of evidence in our cases at court.
Our highly skilled intelligence teams also need a mention, who use state of the art
technology to trace some of the miscreants who mistakenly think that by running off to
other parts of the country they can escape the consequences of their cruel or neglectful
actions.
Finally, on behalf of everyone in the Sussex group, a big thank you to all of the Sussex
and Kent Branches, members and volunteers for making us feel so welcome at your
meetings and for all the difficult and invaluable work you have done throughout 2019.
Without you dedicating your time and efforts, we would not be able to achieve all that
we do.
This year 20 cases were submitted resulting in 4 individuals being convicted, 7 Adult
Written Cautions being issued, three cases awaiting trial, 4 cases are still under
investigation.
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To give you a taste of what we do, here are just a few of the things that we dealt with
in the past year that you may find of interest...

Goat Rescue Near Brighton
Inspector Woodley was called out to a goat stuck on a
ledge near Brighton. Luckily, for Insp Woodley the
East Sussex Fire and Rescue had a rope rescue team
who responded. They were able to rescue the goat
and return her back to a grateful owner.

Down Cow In Copsale, Horsham
ACO Parsons and AWO Stevens were called to a
property for a cow that was unable to get up. When
they arrived, the owners were in desperate need of
help with their herd of dexter cattle. The area was
water logged with grass for grazing due to the bad
weather. Even the West Sussex Fire and Rescue
Service’s vehicle became bogged down in the mud.
They were able to rescue the cow and get into shelter.
The owners were unable to effectively manage the
herd and asked the Society for help. The owners
decided the best thing to do for the welfare of the
cattle was to sign over the entire herd to the Society.

Supporting The Community
ACO Claire Thomas joined the Bexhill Festival of the
Sea. ACO Thomas is our Regional Wildlife officer
and has a great passion for wildlife. Claire attended
on behalf of the group and helped the members of the
public have a better understanding of the wildlife that
is on our doorstep. Learning is the key part in
understanding and the younger the better.

Every year comes with its own challenges and issues.
However, working together whether staff or volunteer,
Branch or Regional Animal Home, putting animal
welfare to the forefront, we make a difference to the
lives of many animals.

Patrick S. Hamby
Chief Inspector South East
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Cattery Report
We rehomed 174 cats in 2019 and found forever homes for
some of our longstanding cats, including Hettie who had
behavioural problems, making her difficult to rehome.
Thankfully a lovely experienced couple came forward and took
her into their hearts and persevered with her somewhat difficult
character. She has now settled in well and has found her
forever home with them.
We continue to take in unwanted cats from our ever-growing waiting list at the cattery.
It can certainly be a juggling act as we try to help as many people and cats as we can.
The inspectorate kept us busy in 2019 with abandonments, cats from members of the
public and the never-ending strays.
Some of these strays are sadly involved in road traffic accidents or have been roaming
the great outdoors for some time. They can then become involved in territorial fighting,
and encounter wounds that end up untreated for far too long. Our vet bills grow
increasingly and we continue to fundraise for much needed funds.
There are so many stories, some happy, some sad - if only cats could talk! One I
remember was eight kittens that were left in a flat to fend for themselves over the
Christmas period and were not discovered until early January. They arrived scared,
hungry and frightened. With our love, regular food and a comfortable pod to sleep in,
they grew to trust again. We of course found them all loving homes which was such a
pleasing end.
Not only does the centre take in and rehome cats but we also strive to get the word out
about the importance of neutering as well as microchipping. We are sure that a
proportion of cats which are brought in as strays, have owners and sadly there is no
way to tell unless they are microchipped to identify them. If all cats
were microchipped, this would save a lot of heartache and make
our job a lot easier.
Neutering is one of the most important subjects on our agenda
and is the principal answer to control the ever
spiralling cat population in this country.
People do not realise that by not neutering they
are contributing to the overpopulation problem.
More than 90% of cats rehomed by rescue
organisations are neutered by the rescue teams
themselves, which considerably drains their resources.
Neutering schemes are put in place with some
charities, we currently have one running for people
on low income at 1066 Vets.
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In February and November, unfortunately, the cats had a virus and the cattery was
forced to close for a month at a time. Viruses are inevitable when there are a lot of
cats in close proximity, these particular ones were mild thankfully, so not many cats
were on medications from our vet. However, closures hold up cats being adopted to
new homes and other cats entering the centre. Once opened, we were very busy
due to the help from the Hastings Observer who publicised our re openings and
subsequently a lot of cats found homes.
In 2019, I attended a residential RSPCA Animal Welfare Conference with one of
our Branch trustees. It was a very interesting and informative two days and we
each had 5 workshops to attend with different topics as well as various
presentations. It’s always good to network with different centres and branches for
ideas and to keep up to date with people, policies and procedures. An award
ceremony was held on the last day. This was given to members of the inspectorate
for outstanding duty to the RSPCA, which was very interesting to watch. It made us
feel very proud to be part of an organisation that has been running since 1824.
People requesting veterinary help for their cats was on the increase in 2019. Vet
treatment as we know can be costly and if we can possibly help with a consult fee
for a cat (approximately £35) to be seen by a vet, this would be the way forward.
The owner can then work out what needs to be done through that diagnosis. We
have a budget that we use for the local community and do our best to help.
Overall, it has again been a busy year. We have had amazing support from the
public who have been incredibly kind, either by sending money, sponsoring a pod,
donating food, items to sell and generally supporting our events. Our social media
continues to generate public interest on the work we do and most importantly
highlights the cats that need rehoming. It is always a comforting thought that we
have so many people wanting to help our Branch and I thank you all very much.
Finally, I would like to say a huge THANK YOU to our dedicated staff who bring
their own skills to work every day and work over and beyond to look after the
animals in our care. Our lovely volunteers who give up their valuable time, and
without them, we would find it very difficult as their help is invaluable. To the people
behind the scenes Mary Bristow our chair, the Trustees, Jo Bilby - Finance and
Administration, Becky Blackmore – RSPCA Branch Support Specialist for her help
and knowledge, and to Senlac Vets for their continued support.
Thank you to Eastbourne Branch and Kent North West for their
continued support during the year.

Myra Grove
Centre Manager
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Dog Report
The Branch offers the Dog Welfare Scheme to help members of the local community
who are in receipt of benefits to continue to care for their dogs by contributing towards
vets fees. These fees are often expensive, with consultations alone in the region of
£40. Even basic medication for a simple illness frequently results in a bill of between
£75 to £100 and this sum of money is often difficult to find unexpectedly. The cost for
treating general ear and eye infections can be around £150, fairly routine problems like
dental work can be in the region of £300 - £500, and if anything more serious is
suspected and investigative x-rays or blood tests are needed, these tests alone will
frequently be hundreds of pounds. Also, when the time comes for a beloved dog to be
put to sleep, we will help with the cost to ensure the dog is not suffering if it sadly
cannot be helped any further.
Thanks to the generosity of the local communities who support our work, we have
been able to contribute £3,476 to help 47 families pay for veterinary treatment for their
dogs during 2019. We also continue to operate a subsidised neutering scheme for
Staffie dogs in conjunction with 1066 vets in Battle Road, St. Leonards-on-Sea.
17 Staffies were neutered under this scheme during 2019. The benefits of dogs being
neutered is something we stress to owners wherever we can, not only to reduce the
number of puppies needing homes but also to reduce the possibility of behavioural
problems and other health issues. A number of the dogs who required costly lifesaving
operations during 2019 had health complications related to the fact that they had not
been neutered. We continue to educate the public on this matter.
During late 2019, we also began to work with local charity, Surviving The Streets. This
organisation provides support for the homeless community and we purchased new
thermal dog coats, leads and collars for the canine companions of the homeless to
help keep them safe and warm. A number of night shelters operate during winter
months but these will only take dogs if they can be safely crated, and often homeless
people won’t take advantage of these schemes if they cannot take their dog with them,
so we also purchased a number of crates to be used in the shelters, meaning more
homeless people and their dogs cold be cared for. At Christmas we provided around
130 tins of dog food and a number of new toys for the dogs.
Members of the public often take donations of cat
and dog food to Bluebell Ridge and our shop in
Western Road, Bexhill, these are very much
appreciated.

Sarah Parsons
Dog Welfare Co-ordinator
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Fundraising Report
2019 was a very successful year in fundraising and we are pleased to say that our
following of supporters and donations has significantly grown.
We held five events throughout the year at Bluebell
Ridge: an Easter Fun Day, Spring Fair, Summer Fair,
Autumn Fair and a Halloween Fun Day. These events
received more supporters than ever before with our
Summer Fair receiving over 400 visitors, which is a
record. All of these events raised a grand total of £6,327.
Throughout the year, we held four store collections in
Morrison’s, Hastings and Pets At Home, Bexhill, which
raised a total of £696. We are eager to hold more store
collections; however, we do not have enough fundraising
volunteers to fill the collection slots. If you are interested
in helping us in this way – we would love to hear from
you.
We had two supporters take on challenge events in aid
of the Branch. Sarah Nolan took on the Hastings Half
Marathon in March and raised £605 and Zoe Kaye
completed the Beachy Head 10K and raised £100.
Thank you to both of them for taking on such arduous
challenges and supporting our work.
At the beginning of the year, I set up a Facebook
fundraising platform to help supporters raise funds on
our behalf. A total of £658 was raised. Thank you to
everyone who donated and created an online birthday
fundraiser.
In July, Brenda and Graham Good held a jazz afternoon
in their garden to celebrate Brenda’s birthday and asked
guests for gifts of donations to the Branch, raising £187.
We are truly grateful for Brenda and Graham’s support.
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This year also saw our second art exhibition and movie night. The art exhibition was
once again held in the gallery at St Mary in the Castle, which saw a lot of interest and
raised £748. I would like to thank Sean Berkeley and Judy Rogers for kindly allowing
us to use their gallery. Thank you also to the talented artists that kindly donated
artwork and made the exhibition possible. Our Movie Night took place at the KinoTeatr in St Leonards where over 100 people attended our showing of Bohemian
Rhapsody, raising £742.
In December, we had to cancel our Christmas event due to a virus in the cattery.
Instead, we were able to have a stall at The Sara Lee Trust’s Christmas Fair where we
raised £230. We would like to thank The Sara Lee Trust for their support. We also
turned the cattery shop into a Christmas pop-up store, which made £172 and our
Christmas raffle raised £683.
Throughout the year, we saw many local schools, businesses and groups supporting
us by raising funds on our behalf, which we are extremely grateful for. We received
donations from Baird School and many pupils at Guestling Bradshaw Primary.
We also received donations from the following businesses and groups:
Archers of Westfield, Aurelie & Rose, Battle Saxonwood WI, Blacklands Parish Group,
Blue Reef, Conquerors March, Conveyancing Direct – Hastings, Hastings Adventure
Golf, J.C.F Jewellers, La Bella Vista, Middle Farm, Motor Parts Direct, Paradise Park,
Sackville Road Methodist Church, Bexhill, Sole to Soul Reflexology, The Clown,
The Llama Park, The Stag, Pets At Home, Rohese Cattery, Tuesday Ladies Club,
Webbs of Battle and Tenterden and the Westfield F3 Group. Thank you to you all for
your amazing support.
Also, thank you to the fundraising team members and all of our wonderful volunteers
who kindly give up their time to help at events, bake cakes and donate goods. In
addition, we are truly thankful to everyone who supported our events and raised funds
for the Branch in 2019.
We are always looking for new members to join our Fundraising Team.
If you are interested, please email us at bluebellridge@outlook.com

Nikki Di Girolamo
Income Generation & Marketing Officer
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Bexhill Shop Report
Your Local RSPCA Shop
16 Western Road, Bexhill-on-Sea
Tel: 01424 734562
Opening Hours
Monday to Saturday
10am – 4pm
The first half of the year was a little disappointing with regard to sales, with a mixture
of average and bad months, however the second half of the year was exceptional and
we witnessed unprecedented levels of trade.
For the first time we entered the Bexhill town Christmas window competition and we
came fourth, this is a reflection of the tremendous hard work and dedication of the staff
and volunteers and an achievement that we are all immensely proud of. We also
participated in the National Societies secret Santa, which was also very successful.
The level of donations continues to exceed expectations and the kindness of all who
donate is much appreciated, in addition we continue to receive weekly parcels of dog
and cat food which assists us in ensuring that the animals in our care get the food they
need.
Work has started on improving corporate and local messaging within the shop, and we
are working towards more sophisticated imaging and displays that portray fully the
functions of the Branch.
The shop plays a pivotal role in raising much needed funds to support the Branch and
we value everyone who donates goods, money, time and those who purchase, without
them the shop could not function.
The staff who manage the shop on a day to day basis and the volunteers who ensure
a fully stocked shop floor deserve special mention as without their hard work and
dedication we could not have achieved the success we enjoyed this year.
Please continue to support us.

Karen Packham
Trustee
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Treasurer’s Report
An Independent Examiner's Report, rather than an Audit Report, is appropriate for the
year ended 31 December 2019. Comprehensive notes to the Accounts are included by
way of explanation and these form an important part of my report. It should be noted
that "Restricted" funds are those held for a specific purpose e.g. Cat Rehoming
Centre, and "Unrestricted" means funds available for general use with the objects of
the Charity.
The Trustees have again worked extremely hard during 2019 to raise the profile of the
Branch and cattery and thus much needed funds. Their dedication and commitment
ensures that the Branch can continue with animal welfare in the local area.

Branch Administrator
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